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WEAVING YOUR
ZERO TRUST
IDENTITY FABRIC
Spin Your Existing IAM Silos
into Gold

Identity is More
Critical Than Ever
Shifting to remote work was challenging on so many levels—social, physical, emotional, and financial.
This was especially true for most businesses and government agencies who were forced to accelerate
their digital transformations to adapt to the new landscape. While the bulk of us suffered and struggled
to find our feet, one group was thriving: hackers. The 2021 IBM Cost of a Data Breach found:

There was a

10%

increase in the average total
cost of a data breach from
2020 to 2021.

Compromised credentials caused

20%

of breaches and were
the most common
attack vector.
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There was a

$1.1M

cost difference when
remote work was a factor
in the breach.

While the bulk of us
suffered and struggled
to find our feet, one
group was thriving:
hackers.

Is Zero Trust the Answer?
As traditional IT defenses are being strained, one architecture framework emerges as a
potential saviour to address these business challenges: Zero Trust.
Is Zero Trust an effective solution?

The data speaks for itself:

$1.8M

cost difference where
mature zero trust was
deployed vs. no zero trust.

If Zero Trust is the answer, where do you
begin your journey?
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Zero Trust states
that you must verify
everything trying
to connect to your
resources before
granting access.

The Security Maturity Model
and Zero Trust
To adopt Zero Trust, many different security tools and technologies are required, each to protect a
specific area or attack vector. The glue that brings all of these together is Identity. To understand
why Identity is the foundation of Zero Trust, we need to examine the security maturity model
journey.
Organizations start their security at the perimeter, securing access to the data center. The data
center is then segregated into forests and virtual private clouds to further isolate sensitive
resources. Access controls are implemented within applications and data stores, and communication
channels are encrypted and protected. Finally, privileged access controls are implemented to push
security down to the individual servers and containers.
Zero Trust states that you must verify everything trying to connect to your resources before
granting access, which means that security must be built from the kernel to the perimeter and
beyond, to the emerging cloud environments.
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The Authorization Dilemma
of Zero Trust
The difficulty with extending Zero Trust down to the kernel is based on the granularity of
access required. The deeper you move into your environment, the finer the granularity required
to make authorization decisions, which significantly increases the Operations burden to
manage policies and entitlements.
This is why Identity is woven into the guiding principles of Zero Trust:
• Positively identify every user and device requesting access
• Enforce least-privileged access for authorization decisions
• Apply intelligence to achieve continuous verification process

There was a
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Identity is woven into
the guiding principles
of Zero Trust.

The Critical Capabilities of an Identity Fabric
In order to align your Identify Fabric with the principles of Zero Trust, you must ensure that Identity and Access Management (IAM) technologies can do
the following for any user connecting through any device to any application:

1

Positively
AUTHENTICATE
users trying to
access apps and data

2

Continuously
AUTHORIZE access
based on risk and
data sensitivity

3

Automatically
ALLOW, ADJUST, OR
BLOCK access to
mitigate attacks

4

MONITOR access
to recognize risky
activity patterns

5

Manage and govern
ENTITLEMENTS
to ensure the right
level of access

Most organizations have been deploying IAM technologies for the past twenty years or more. Why are we hearing so much about building an Identity
Fabric now? What has changed?
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We need to bridge
yesterday’s
data center with
today’s hybrid
environment,
securely.

Digital Transformation is
Driving IAM Architecture 3.0
The physical perimeter no longer exists; Identity is the only universal perimeter.
Therefore, identity and security must be everywhere by default.
Zero Trust
(New Model)
Network/Datacenter Trust
(Old Model)

Web

Bots

Apps

Microservices

Federation

Data

Virtual relationships and physical micro-perimeters, also known as security silos, are the new reality.
You must be able to create and tear down relationships with consumers, partners, and employees
dynamically. To do this, we need to bridge yesterday’s data center with today’s hybrid environment,
securely.
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Building Your Identity Fabric
for the DevOps World
In addition to micro-perimeters, modern applications are built in a continuous development and
continuous innovation manner. The dynamic nature of this approach is that your traditional IAM
technologies must be able to integrate and support the new DevOps ecosystem. The IAM services
needed to support identity interoperability and session management must be automated and
consumable as microservices.

Security Blueprint

Ongoing Management

Resource
Definition
•
•
•
•

Resource Type
Security Requirements
Privacy Controls
Secrets

Service
Intelligence

Relationship
• Policy Configuration
• Secrets Management
• Priviledged Access

•
•
•
•

Relationships
Dynamic Entitlements
Policy Decisions
SOD Detection

Configuration

Functional Relationships

•
•
•
•

Proven Bridge
Resource Catalog
Request/Approval
Access Certification

• Access Monitoring
• Intelligent IGA Flow
• Least-Priviledged
Recommendations

Governance

Visibility and Recommendations

This requires a fundamental shift in your security architecture as your Identity Fabric must bridge
both the modern and traditional applications and environments, which introduces the dilemma:
Do I create a new identity silo or enhance my legacy IAM to handle my new challenges, or can I do
both?
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Do I create a new
identity silo or enhance
my legacy IAM to handle
my new challenges, or
can I do both?

The Next Evolution of our Identity Fabric Portfolio
The Identity Fabric by Broadcom® Software has been protecting organizations for the past thirty years, and is focused around five core technology areas:

Users

VIP
Authentication

SiteMinder™
Access Mgmt

Trusted
Exceptional levels of commitment
to customer service

Web

Mobile
API

Applications

Layer7™
API Security
and Mgmt

PAM
Privileged
Access Mgmt

Data

Business Critical
Software solutions that scale to the
most demanding environments
Industry-Leading
Superior technical expertise and
solution support for over 30 years

Cloud

IGA
Identity Mgmt

IoT

On-Prem
Apps

Systems

Innovative
Solutions to help organizations
build and manage their
hybrid cloud infrastructure
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Broadcom Software has
created the Security
Services Platform,
which delivers both
new business and
shared services to
our traditional IAM
technologies.

The Next Evolution of our
Identity Fabric Portfolio
To extend the capabilities and adapt to the requirements of the modern applications and
environments, Broadcom Software has created the Security Services Platform, which delivers
both new business and shared services to our traditional IAM technologies. The initial focus of this
platform is the Symantec® VIP Authentication Hub.

1

Risk-based authentication
with support for various
factors including Mobile
OTP/Push, SMS and FIDO

5

2

Native integration
with SiteMinder,
VIP, AA, PAM, and
the mainframe

Standards support including
OIDC, SAML, and OAuth,
simplifies intergration with
third-party services

6

3

API-driven, enables
total control and
customization of the
end-user experience

Cloud-native architecture
deploys in minutes, scales
as needed, and updates
with zero downtime

7

4

Intelligence Engine
connected to the
Symantec Global
Intelligence Network

DevOps and Operations
friendly including K8S,
Helm Charts, and
Kafka Grafana
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Why Broadcom Software?

AN ENGINEERING
CULTURE FIRST
AND FOREMOST

80+%

of our workforce is
dedicated to R&D
and operations

14%

invested in R&D vs.
11% industry standard

3,200+
software-related
patents

A WORLD-CLASS ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE BUSINESS

ENABLING
SCALABILITY,
AGILITY, AND
SECURITY

$5B+

in annual
revenue

96%

customer
satisfaction
rate
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LEARN WHAT’S POSSIBLE
WHEN YOU MODERNIZE
YOUR IDENTITY FABRIC.

LEARN MORE TODAY:
BROADCOM.COM/SYMANTEC-IAM

About Broadcom Software
Broadcom Software is a world leader in business-critical software that modernizes, optimizes, and protects the
world’s most complex hybrid environments. With its engineering-centered culture, Broadcom Software has an
extensive portfolio of industry-leading infrastructure and security software, including AIOps, Cybersecurity, Value
Stream Management, DevOps, Mainframe, and Payment Security. Our software portfolio enables scalability, agility,
and security for the largest global companies in the world.
For more information, please visit our website at: software.broadcom.com
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